
MELBOURNE CITY RACE WEEKEND 2019 – REPORT ON GRANT FUNDING 
 
The inaugural Melbourne City Race Weekend was held successfully on October 11-13, 2019. The 
weekend consisted of two lead-in “Sprint Into Spring” races, and the Melbourne City Race at 
Docklands, west of the CBD.  The race was hosted by Dandenong Ranges Orienteering Club, with 
lots of positive feedback, and no safety or risk management issues. 
 
The date was selected to attract interstate and overseas orienteers who might be travelling for the 
Oceania Carnival.  However it was held on the same day as the Melbourne Marathon Festival. 
 
Grant funding: Orienteering Australia and Sports Australia provided participation grant funding of 
$6000 for 2 years (not including GST).  Funding was used for: 
 

a) Preparation of a 1:5000 scale full colour map of the complex Docklands area, which has not 
been previously mapped 

b) Promotion through boosted social media, targeting casual runners in the 21-40 demographic 
 
Participation: 190 competitors  

• Regular/local orienteers: 126 (66.3%) 
• Interstate/overseas orienteers: 29 (15.3% - 16 NSW, 7 ACT/TAS/WA, 6 overseas) 
• Non orienteers: 35 (18.4%). Some have since competed at subsequent Sprint Into Spring 

events. Newcomers were quite evenly spread across courses and gender, and were either 
juniors, or in the target demographic of 21-40. 

 
It should also be noted that the two supporting events attracted 148 and 189 competitors, both well 
above the average attendance for Sprint Into Spring events. The Friday evening attendance was 
particularly pleasing given the time of day, and day of week, vs traffic/work commitments etc. 
 
The proportion of interstate and overseas participants was pleasing for a non-Championship/NOL 
event, and in that regard, the timing of the race immediately after Oceania was a success. However, 
we lost a number of potential newcomers through the clash with the Melbourne Marathon, and will 
avoid that clash in 2020. The high number of NSW participants in particular suggests a similar race 
in Sydney would be well received. 
 
Mapping:  Peter Dalwood prepared and delivered an exceptional quality map, on time and on 
budget.  It was a complex task due to the number of multi level areas of this part of Melbourne. 
Peter was also able to accommodate late changes to the map brought about by new construction 
works etc, and he worked in close cooperation with course planner Jayne Sales to finalise the map 
and courses.  Peter’s mapping has been widely acclaimed, and allowed us to present the MCR as a 
true orienteering experience (not just a treasure hunt or scavenger race style event on a reproduced 
commercial map, as often seen in similar events). The map will be reused per our plan to have a 3 
year rotation of city/inner urban venues. 
 
Promotion:  Patrick Jaffe used boosted social media posts, and reports as follows: 

• Advertising was done purely on Facebook, with creation of Facebook events and paid 
advertising aimed at getting responses to these events. 



• Within the paid ad campaign, we had two ad sets - one targeted at a male audience and the 
other at a female audience. Both ad sets were targeted at an age range of 19-50 years and 
people with interests in various running related activities. $50 was spent on each ad.  

• In total the ads reached 5,476 people with 126 event responses (people clicking either 
'Interested' or 'Going') – refer images below. 

• In total, 245 people engaged as either 'Interested' or 'Going' in the event (this includes 
people who were reached organically, so not through the ad) and posting in the discussion 
for this event gave us a fantastic platform to answer questions in the lead up to the event, 
provide final details, build up some pre-race hype and inform people about follow up events 
that they could attend.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Plans for a promotional video were deferred due to lack of suitable footage; however a videographer 
was engaged to film highlights of the Melbourne City Race, with outstanding results which can be 
viewed here:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pE69fRaZ_U&t=8s  

This gives us a great advertising platform for 2020. 

Additional promotion (non grant funded) was through regular advertising in state orienteering e-
news bulletins, postcards distributed at major events, and in Australian Orienteer magazine, to 
capture attention of interstate and overseas orienteers. 

All pre-entered competitors were emailed via Eventor as soon as possible after the race, with their 
results and some follow up information (the new “Email competitors” function in Eventor is a great 
tool for this). 

Expenditure of grant funding: 

• Mapping $2000 

• Facebook ads $100 

• Highlights video $900 

Total $3000 

2020:  We have a provisional date and venue for the 2020 Melbourne City Race Weekend, of late 
November, in the City of Port Phillip.  Peter Dalwood has been engaged to prepare the second map, 
which will include iconic Melbourne foreshore areas such as Station Pier, Port Melbourne and 
Beacon Cove, as well as a very complex street and small park network. 

The lead-in event will be the Victorian Sprint Distance Championships, which will provide a weekend 
package attractive to local and potentially interstate orienteers.  We plan to hire a community 
centre (at cost to the event) to provide a more visible hub for registration, results and catering; this 
will enhance the social aspect and improve the “buzz” – important for boosting perception of the 
race as an Event, and creating a lasting impression and likely repeat attendance. 

Promotion: we have a good base audience, but a lot more can be done in 2020 to increase the 
number of newcomers, and that is where promotional efforts will be focused. 

• We will make as much use of the new video as we can, to create engaging video ads rather 
than just photo ads that we used this year.  

• The slightly more successful advertising to women suggests we should focus more efforts on 
this demographic next year (given that we also aim to increase female participation in the 
sport).   

• Without the clash with the Melbourne Marathon Festival, we will be able to more effectively 
engage with the 'funrunner' audience, ie people who like interesting one-off running races; 
the number of comments regarding the clash “I would love to come but ..” and “Can you 
move the event so that it doesn’t clash next year” indicates that the new date will be a 
significant driver of participation with this audience. 

• Use of other platforms such as Instagram is a priority.  
• Better tracking of where participants come from and their demographic, through 

engagement at the event, and post event followup to encourage participation in other 
orienteering events. Facilitated through offering post race catering/spot prizes etc to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6pE69fRaZ_U&t=8s


encourage conversation, with a structured approach to obtaining data/contact details, and 
a post race survey. 

2021 and beyond 

We are confident that after 2020, the Melbourne City Race will have established itself as an annual 
event on the calendar.  We would be keen to see the concept spread to other Australian capital 
cities and large rural centres, and would be happy to discuss this with any interested States. 

 

Debbie Dodd 
Dandenong Ranges Orienteering Club/Melbourne City Race Director 
November 13 2019 

 

 

 


